Old Dominion University celebrates its pioneering role in addressing the landmark federal gender equity legislation known as Title IX, noting with pride that it was among the first universities in the country to offer scholarships for female studentathletes. What the popular portrayal of Old Dominion as a trailblazer misses is the internal struggle over gender-equity issues within the University at the time Title IX was being implemented. A 1975 letter discovered in the Old Dominion University Archives and Special Collections provides unique insight into that conflict, and offers an opportunity to analyze the University's commitment to gender equity through both a historical and modern lens. A hermeneutical analysis of the 40-year-old letter was used to inform a question line for six modern-day female administrators at the University. Echoes of 1975 are plentiful in their words, and offer new insight into how gender-equity struggles have changed through the decades in higher education.
It didn't matter that nobody had heard of Old Dominion. I wanted to be a part of building something great so that years later people would remember ODU and Nancy Lieberman, her teammates and their awards and accomplishments… We told everybody in the nation that the best place to be in women's college basketball was Old Dominion. (Lieberman & Jennings, 1992, pp. 54-55) The words of Nancy Lieberman reflect her immense pride in Norfolk, Virginia's Old Dominion University (ODU) becoming an unlikely titan in women's college basketball. Lieberman, Inge Nissen, and Ann Donovan were among the many stars who helped ODU win three women's national championships in a seven-year span, a surprising feat for the university with a modest national profile (Brydges et al., 2000) . Without affiliation in a major athletic conference Old Dominion University has won 28 national championships in the past 40 years (ODUSports.com, 2015) , the vast majority by female student-athletes. Credit for the accomplishment has been given to the University for its early and enthusiastic adoption of the genderequity legislation popularly known as Title IX (Minium, 2002; Sweeney, 1980) . Old Dominion University celebrates its pioneering role in providing equality and support to female student-athletes, as it was among the first schools in the country to incorporate the tenets of Title IX into its athletic planning (Brydges et al., 2000; Sweeney, 1980) . In a 1999 interview with University Archivist James Sweeney, University President Alfred B. Rollins explained why it was important for the University to take tangible steps to end sex discrimination when he was president. Rollins said that investment in University athletics demonstrated how gender equity could be a significant benefit:
People interested in athletics were among the strongest supporters of the University at that point. But there was a sub-agenda that particularly appealed to me, and that was the development of women's athletic programs … I'm 77 years old-and I'd come up through the women's movement. My first wife was denied the opportunity to go to graduate school because she was a woman. She went to the University of Connecticut, and they simply wouldn't recommend her because they said, "This is a waste of scarce resources." . . . I came here after, with a strong feeling of support for women's rights and I tried to play a strong role in the development of equality for the faculty and staff with the development of the Women's Center and, of course, the women's basketball program. And it took some doing at the start to convince everybody of these things. (Rollins, 1999) Rollins spoke frequently about his determination to promote gender equality at the University, something which was highlighted in his obituary in 2013 ("Former ODU President," 2013) . Documents in the University Archives show, however, that his actions were not solely proactive. Correspondence at the time with the Faculty Women's Caucus, and in particular cofounder Carolyn H. Rhodes, associate professor of English, (Crawford, 1976; Rhodes, 1976; University Women's Caucus Records, 1976-77) , suggests ODU was dragged, somewhat reluctantly, to its position of eagerly embracing equal rights and opportunities for women, especially before Rollins assumed his role as University president. This paper will demonstrate that the actual implementation of Title IX at ODU was not as positive as its modern reframing. A letter written to University administrators more than 40 years ago by Rhodes offers new insight into the struggle for gender equality at ODU. It contradicts the University's stated portrayal as a Title IX trailblazer, and helps inform modern-day interviews with six senior female administrators at the University. The study, which comprises both archival analysis and modern-day case study interviews, demonstrates there are dramatic differences, but also striking similarities, between 1975 and 2015 in the quest for true equality for women in collegiate settings. This research can provide further insight into a complex law, and contribute to our overall understanding of both this time period, and how the evolution of Title IX has affected gender-equity activities today.
The current study adds to the body of literature about women and sport, Title IX and colleges and universities, and examines Old Dominion University's Title IX performance through a liberal feminist framework. Title IX compliance by federally funded institutions has been examined as different strains of feminist theory (Brake, 2007) , but liberal feminism's emphasis on working to alter existing power structures JIS Vol. 9, No. 2, 2016 from within (Szczepaniak, Pathan, Sohail, & Lohar, 2013) makes it well-suited for this study. Though times have changed, many of the same power structures still exist within Old Dominion University. In the present responses are clear echoes of the struggles of Rhodes and her contemporaries. Since application of Title IX is an issue faced by every college and university in the United States, lessons learned by Old Dominion University could be instructive in any postsecondary setting.
Literature Review Title IX
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 is a statement of fewer than 50 words that has had a powerful impact on higher education across the United States. It reads: "[n]o person in the United States shall, on the ground of sex . . . be subject to discrimination... under any program or activity conducted by a public institution of higher education, or any school or department of graduate education, which is a recipient of Federal financial assistance" (Cong. Rec., 1971). Title IX, signed into law by President Richard Nixon June 23, 1972 scarcely mentions university athletics (Suggs, 2005) , yet the vast majority of attention paid to the legislation pertains to the goal of equal treatment for female university athletes. Few university athletic departments are allowed to receive federal aid, but that aid flows to nearly every university in the country, meaning they must comply with Title IX (Minium, 2002) .
The law prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in three general areas: (a) exclusion from participation; (b) denial of benefits; and (c) discrimination under any education program or activity. This third area focuses specifically on unequal treatment, sexual discrimination, and harassment within federally funded programs (Richman, 2011) . Despite Title IX being signed into law by President Nixon in 1972, the debate about the landmark legislation continued long after. The courts adjudicated dozens of cases about the specific application of the gender equality law. Congress did not clarify Title IX's impact on an educational institution until the 21st Century (Anderson, 2012) . Kuznick and Ryan (2008) note that Title IX is a legal reform effort which seeks to change long-held understandings of the operation of gender roles in educational environments. They note it is important to carefully consider in its implementation the need to guide future legal agendas pertaining to gender equity. Title IX's impact has been felt in different areas during its 40-plus years of existence. What started as legislation about equality of opportunity and income parity has been considered largely through the scope of its impact on athletics. More recently, Title IX scholarship has zeroed in on the responsibility of federallyfunded educational institutions with regards to sexual harassment and sexual assault. Silbaugh (2015) argues that college campuses have not used Title IX to its full capacity to prevent and reduce incidents of sexual assault. The investigation of nearly 100 colleges and universities nationwide for violations of Title IX in areas of sexual harassment and assault (Kingkade, 2015) suggests that the institutions are not properly applying the legislation (Sullivan, 2015) . The fact that the reach and scope of Title IX has changed so dramatically over more 43 years has itself been the subject of scrutiny, including criticism of new Title IX regulations governing campus sex (Gavora, 2015) . Britt and Timmerman (2014) argue that movement toward true equality still needs to occur in areas of leadership, the role of university boards and committees in reviewing policies and laws relating to Title IX compliance, turnover for female faculty because of unequal opportunities for advancement, and issues of risk management, particularly relating to sex assault. This reflects both the enormity of the change mandated by the groundbreaking legislation (Suggs, 2005) , and the complexity and many different stakeholders present in a modern university landscape, whose needs and desires are frequently in conflict (Hums, 2007; Kingkade, 2015; Sullivan, 2015) .
Title IX at Old Dominion University
Old Dominion University began its athletic programs the year it opened in 1930 as the Norfolk Division of the College of William and Mary (Sweeney, 1980) . Despite spending its first 30 years as a two-year junior college, teams from the institution competed in a variety of sports, from baseball, to football (from 1930-41) , to basketball. Intercollegiate sports were largely confined to men, however; women at the institution participated almost exclusively in intramural competitions (Brydges et al., 2000) . Nationally, the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW) was formed in 1971 to provide and govern college opportunities and equality for women in sports (Cohen, 1993) . Old Dominion fielded teams in AIAW competitions. In 1974, ODU's Board of Visitors adopted a comprehensive athletic program developed by Athletic Director Dr. James Jarrett, in consultation with the coaching staff. In addition to promoting the University's athletic programs to Division I, "another goal of the athletic plan was the upgrading of women's athletics. For the first time, women athletes would receive scholarships. Women's basketball was designated a 'high priority' sport that would receive full support" (Sweeney, 1980, p. 113) . The following year, the inaugural Donna Doyle Smith Scholarship basketball game was held, the first event specifically hosted to put "emphasis on raising money for women's scholarships" (Brydges et al., p. 166) . By 1976, every women's varsity team at Old Dominion University would receive one Donna Doyle Smith Scholarship annually. The small athletic department also added its first female coaches, including 23-year-old Marianne Stanley, who would become the most successful basketball coach in the University's history, male or female ("Marianne Stanley profile," n.d.). This early adoption of the female athletic scholarship allowed Old Dominion to recruit athletes such as Lieberman and Donovan, both considered the best girls' high school basketball player in the United States when they committed to ODU. The Lady Monarchs became a national power in basketball, winning three national titles in a seven-year span, starting in 1979 (Brydges et al., 2000) . Lieberman is among the highest-profile athletic alumni of Old Dominion University, playing and coaching professional basketball and appearing as a television commentator for the sport (NancyLieberman.com, 2015) .
More than 40 years after these successes for Old Dominion University Athletics, artifacts in the University Archives and Special Collections convey a different image of that time of great social change. Title IX in the mid-1970s was focused on remedying injustice away from the playing fields of sport. And at the time that Title IX was passed into law, female faculty and staff members were not represented at Old Dominion in anywhere close to the number, and at the level, of their male counterparts. A 1974-75 report by Institutional Studies for ODU teaching faculty found that out of 97 full professors at the University, only five were women. As a whole, only 20% of 459 faculty members were female (University Women's Caucus Records, 1976-77) .
The ODU Faculty Women's Caucus was cofounded by Rhodes and Dorothy Johnson of the History department in 1974, to advance the welfare of women throughout the University. In a 2009 interview, Rhodes recalled the growing unrest among female faculty and staff members in the 1970s, a few years after Old Dominion College achieved University status. "We would unofficially be wary about systematic unfairness that we thought was happening, particularly hiring practices, and made some gestures like questioning differences in renewing instructors' contracts-men were more likely [to be retained] than women" (Rhodes, 2009 ). Rhodes said females were far less likely to be hired, promoted and earn tenure than their male counterparts. A comprehensive survey of faculty members conducted by the Women's Caucus confirmed that female faculty members earned, on average, $1,000 less per rank than their male counterparts, which amounted to about 15%. The survey findings were presented to then-President James Bugg. "He didn't respond at all," Rhodes (2009) said. And frustrations continued in the next few years, as the Women's Caucus attempted to amplify that point: (I)n those years of frustration, there was a little development. It developed from nothing to denials, fervent denials, and then promises to work up the facts and give them to us. Meanwhile, not enough happened. We kept busy persuading our colleagues and our chairs and our deans to bring feminists to campus for workshops and lectures. We kept going to our caucuses and other organizations, like our professional ones, and generally trying to consciousness-raise on the campus while we were hoping to get something to happen. (Rhodes, 2009) Rhodes said in the 2009 interview that administration resisted every entreaty by the Faculty Women's Caucus. Thus she upped the ante against the University, in a June 1975 letter best described as comprehensive and scathing. The correspondence, to "The ODU Committee on Compliance with Title IX, HEW," offered a stinging indictment of the University's performance in the three years since the initial passage of Title IX. Rhodes accused ODU administrators, notably Bugg and Provost Charles O. Burgess, of a "history of delays and denials" about three years of efforts by the Women's Caucus for attention to be paid to the issue: Denials take the initial form of asserting that there is no problem, then later admitting that although there was indeed a problem, the most recent round of salary adjustments and instructions to department heads have taken care of it … Women at ODU are over-represented at the bottom ranks, underrepresented at the top ranks, underpaid in many departments at all but the assistant professor rank and under-tenured in every department of every school except one or two. (Rhodes, 1975, p. 2)
The detailed, eight-page letter also articulated specific promises by senior ODU administrators that had not been kept, despite an investigation by the United States Department of Labor which discovered inequity of opportunities for female employees of the University (Rhodes, 1975) .
A story published in The Virginian-Pilot newspaper increased skepticism among female faculty members, after then-ODU President James Bugg declined to share salary information about the University (Crawford, 1976) . The article also mentioned that the University was under a federal Department of Education investigation about salary discrimination since September 1975 (Crawford, 1976) . Rhodes took her campaign public the next year, writing a letter to UNews (Rhodes, 1976) comparing salary and tenure by sex. In a February 1976 memo, Rhodes noted that "ODU administration has been consistently reluctant to provide data which aid in monitoring the status of women here" (Rhodes, 1976) . Rhodes would continue to remain active in the Faculty Women's Caucus until her retirement from Old Dominion University in 1999 (Rhodes, 2009) .
After Alfred B. Rollins accepted the presidency of Old Dominion University three months later ("Rollins accepts presidency," 1976) the tenor of the discussions around Title IX changed. A survey of sex discrimination faced by female faculty members was launched at ODU ("Survey of sex discrimination," 1976), with the report noting that the actions were "federally mandated" by Title IX. The procedure for the evaluation, created by the American Council on Education, was designed to be as inclusive as possible, outlining remedies for correcting discriminatory practices ("Survey of sex discrimination," 1976). Regular notices about the sex discrimination hearings were posted several times in UNews, until a final report was issued May 6, 1977. It was Rollins who insisted the University's Title IX report be published in its entirety in UNews. The report takes up four newspaper pages of the weekly UNews issue, and comprises background of the issue, the procedure for the University review, the summary of findings, and 18 specific recommendations (" Title IX report published," 1977) .
Among the recommendations of the self-report committee were: (a) the employment of a full-time Affirmative Action director, reporting directly to the President; (b) implementation of the University's Affirmative Action Plan; (c) an "aggressive" attempt to identify and appoint and/or promote highly qualified female and minority faculty members; (d) an annual salary analysis be conducted by the Office of the Provost, and use outside consultants if there are conflicts; (e) a mandate that University departments hold more frequent staff meetings, soliciting feedback from both faculty and classified staff; and (f) any report by the Department of Labor concerning the University be forwarded to the Affirmative Action director as soon as it is received. Other recommendations cover issues such as release time for family matters, employee protection for pregnant workers, and the creation of an on-campus daycare, all issues articulated as concerns by the ODU Women's Caucus. President Rollins himself authored the final section of the Title IX report, on implementation of the recommendations. He outlined the specific actions that had been conducted or planned to meet the recommendations, which he accepted in their entirety.
While I was not in office during the entire time you served as members of the Title IX Self-Evaluation Committee, I am well aware of the time and effort you gave to develop the report and recommendations. I am personally aware of the great efforts required of you during the open hearings. (" Title IX report published," 1977, p. 4) In summary, Rollins wrote that the University must continue to reevaluate its programs in light of the requirements of Title IX. "I am particularly concerned that all students have equal opportunities to enjoy the benefits of and participate in University-sponsored programs" ("Title IX report published," 1977).
Title IX and Athletics
Understanding the history of Title IX helps better characterize the legislation and its effects on society, including how it has shaped modern-day college athletics. Women played sports in college before Title IX became law but on a much smaller scale than today. (" Title IX @ 35," 2007) . In 1970, two years before Title IX became law, there were only 2.5 women's sports played at each college and a total of 16,000 athletes. 2014 saw those numbers grow to 8.83 and more than 200,000 respectively (Acosta & Carpenter, 2014) . In 1972, the year Title IX was enacted, more than 90% of women's teams were coached by females. By the time mandatory Title IX compliance was implemented in 1978, the percentage had dropped to 58.2. By 2014, that figure had dropped to 43.4% (Acosta & Carpenter, 2014) . The figure for athletic administrative staffs is even lower, at 36.2%, and in 2014, Acosta & Carpenter reported that 11.3% of athletic programs have no female employees anywhere in their administrative structures.
The durable narrative about Title IX, reinforced during ESPN's Nine for IX documentary series released on the 40th anniversary of the legislation (Ball, 2013) , is that Title IX helped female athletes achieve hard-won gains. Less discussion has been held about discriminatory actions by other employers and organizations that receive federal funding. Hums (2007) notes in Women as leaders in sport: Impact and influence, that since Title IX, most colleges have merged their men's and women's athletic departments, and many women administrators were replaced by males in the same position. Scholarship about Title IX has pinpointed problem areas in the legislation's implementation, such as sexual assault (Spies, 2006; Walker, 2010) , equality of opportunity (Mabry, 2013) , and its effect on Olympic sports (Eagleman, Burch, & Vooris, 2014) and high school sports (Stevenson, 2007) . Despite these administrative challenges, Title IX has been an unqualified success in the courtroom. Cases such as Cannon v. University of Chicago (1979 ), Grove City v. Bell (1984 helped from the terms of the law's implementation, and the Supreme Court ruling Franklin v. Gwinnett County Public Schools (1992) was the first to give real power to Title IX, and threaten schools that weren't in compliance with the law (Suggs, 2005) .
The issue of Title IX compliance for colleges and universities has been examined as an extension of different strains of feminist theory, including liberal feminism, special treatment, structuralism, dominance feminism and different voice feminism (Brake, 2007) . The primary goal of liberal feminism is gender equality in public settings, such as equality of access and equal pay, and the major obstacle to that equality of opportunity is the domination of institutions by men (Jaggar, 1983) , making it of particular pertinence to this study. Equality of opportunity has been fought over and won in the nation's courts, especially in connection with Title IX (Suggs, 2005) . Liberal feminist theory suggests that females working within the structure of the college and university setting can effect real change. The measure of success at achieving such aims by liberal feminists under Title IX is the matter of some debate (Burke, 2005) . Some studies suggesting adherence to liberal feminist tenets has offered greater opportunities for female athletes, coaches, and administrators (Paule-Koba, Harris, & Freysinger, 2013) . Other theorists posit that attempting to reform the system from within through distributive or procedural justice has resulted in Title IX's stated aims not being met (Lovett & Lowry, 1995) .
The different thrusts of research demonstrate how Title IX has been investigated extensively in the intercollegiate setting, including in the pages of this journal. However, each study raises new questions for researchers to answer. In their examination of athletic administration career prospects, Bower and Hums (2013) found that female employees credited Title IX for affording them more career opportunities, while some men blamed the legislation for discrimination against male employees. The authors suggest more research is needed to further examine these perceived impacts and their impact on the culture within an intercollegiate athletic program. In a single-institution analysis like the current study, a case examination of the elimination of sports at James Madison University found that action was precipitated more by an overall increase in athletic spending than mandates for equal participation opportunities for men and women (Staurowsky, Murray, Puzio, & Quagliariello, 2013) . The authors suggested more research could be useful into the latitude that schools have to choose their own priorities under Title IX. Finally, in a comprehensive review of sport leadership research, Burton (2015) suggested more research could help better explain why-despite the increased participation opportunities created by Title IX -females are still underrepresented in leadership positions in all levels of sport. She suggested scholars "continue to examine the impact of gender roles and stereotyping of leadership positions on women's perceptions of their leadership abilities in sport organizations" (Burton, p. 163) . The literature suggests more scholarship about the complex dynamics within sport organizations, framed by the history of past actions of lawmakers and administrators, could provide a useful contribution to Title IX scholarship. The present study is an attempt to further unpack a very complex law, with the additional benefit of exploring both the past and present of Title IX.
Liberal Feminism and Sport
Liberal feminists share the traditional liberal view that freedom is a fundamental value, and focuses on women's ability to maintain their equality through their own actions and choices (Szczepaniak et al., 2013) . Facing institutions and power structures historically gender-biased against, them, liberal feminism seeks to transform existing structures so that power and opportunity is shared along gender lines (Jaggar, 1983) . Liberal feminist theory spans the spectrum of society, from politics to pop culture to children's toys (Eschle & Maiguashca, 2014; Messner, 2000; Zaslow & Schoenberg, 2012) .
Feminist legal theory is a helpful tool for understanding the successes and limitations as Title IX as a vehicle for social change (Brake, 2010) . Feminist legal scholarship has frequently marginalized sport, but several high profile cases connected to the quest for equality and access for female athletes, coaches, and administrators under Title IX have brought that critique of feminist theory into a sharper focus (Brake, 2010) . The accelerated participation of female athletes, coaches and administrators has been seen as the manifestation of liberal feminism in the athletic realm (Burke, 2005; Scraton & Flintoff, 2002) . The liberal feminist framework has also been used in characterizing the demand from aspiring women that colleges and universities comply with the tenets of Title IX, affording greater opportunities for participation in female athletics (Boutilier & SanGiovanni, 1994; Paule-Koba, Harris, & Freysinger, 2013) , how sports is marketed (Esmonde, Cooky & Andrews, 2015) , and advocated for (Barnett & Hardin, 2011) . Not all scholarship suggests Title IX has been an effective vehicle for women's equality as proscribed by liberal feminist theory. Lovett and Lowry (1995) submit that while liberal feminists correctly note the increase in funding and opportunity can be ascribed to the passage of Title IX, legislative and administrative action in colleges and universities falls far short of the equality of opportunity called for by theorists. Brake (2007) suggests the liberal feminist approach has met with mixed success, noting that quality insofar as women situated as varsity athletes has largely been reached, whereas the prominence of athletic identity in gender opportunity has resulted in second-class-citizen status being afforded women's sports.
As both Carolyn Rhodes in 1975 and the modern Old Dominion athletic officials operate within the university itself, their actions can best be framed through the lens of liberal feminism. The current study seeks to ground the findings, both from the letter written by Carolyn Rhodes, and the interviews with modern day female officials at Old Dominion University, in liberal feminist theory. Informed by Title IX, liberal feminism and Old Dominion University's unique experience with the legislation, this study is guided by the following questions: 
Method
This study relied on both archival information and modern-day interviews, seeking to generate a then-and-now picture of Title IX at Old Dominion University. Together, they comprise a case study examination of ODU's commitment to gender equity, and require multiple qualitative methodologies. The letter by Rhodes provides a unique avenue through which to investigate Title IX at Old Dominion University, both in a historical and modern context. The letter itself offers a front-row view to the main points of friction between advocates of gender-equity and the University more than 40 years ago-employment equity, salary equity, equity of opportunity. It also affords an opportunity to help ground a line of interview questions for modern day female administrators at the University. Together, these analyses comprise a case study examination of ODU's commitment to gender equity, and require multiple qualitative methodologies.
Case studies are ideally suited for an in-depth examination of a bounded site or set of circumstances, seeking to explore greater truths (Yin, 2014) . Case study is useful in this particular case because, as Bylund (2003) notes, they focus on contemporary events and do not require behavioral control (Bylund, 2003) . Case studies provide the opportunity for researchers to unpack meaningful patterns within narratives (Babrow, 1995; Matsunaga, 2007) . A then-and-now examination of Old Dominion University's response to Title IX is also appropriate in this instance because case study research is an iterative process, where new research informs additional insight in existing data (Yin, 2014) . This methodology is specifically informed here, because the historical documents were analyzed before and after the modern-day interviews were conducted and analyzed.
For this study, multiple qualitative methodologies were used to draw deeper meaning from both historical documents and modern-day interviews. The Old Dominion University Archives and Special Collections illustrate the paradox in the modern characterization of ODU as a Title IX trailblazer, information which was analyzed by two of the researchers. The University's successes in athletic equality are amplified (Brydges et al., 2000; Rollins, 1999) . But other historical material in the Archives demonstrates the struggle for equality in the 1970s (Rhodes, 1976 ; "Survey of sex discrimination," 1976; University Women's Caucus Records, 1976-77) . Those issues are encapsulated in dramatic fashion in the Rhodes letter. This eight-page Rhodes letter, which addresses a large number of grievances about the delays of University administration, provides a concise, yet comprehensive document for case study analysis. The letter represents a bounded data artifact that provides a powerful snapshot of gender equity in 1975, something which could inform the modern-day question line, and then act as a point of comparison for the themes that emerge from the interviews.
Informed by knowledge gained from the University Archives and media coverage about the evolution of Title IX at ODU, a hermeneutical analysis was conducted on the letter to University administration by Rhodes. Hermeneutical analysis informs qualitative inquiry by suggesting the meaning of an artifact depends "on the cultural context in which it was created, as well as the cultural context in which it is subsequently interpreted" (Patton, 2002, p. 113) . It offers a perspective for interpreting historical texts to understand meanings and place documents in a historical or cultural context (Palmer, 1969) . Researchers use hermeneutical methods to establish context and meaning for what people do. Kneller (1984) suggests four principles to apply to hermeneutic inquiry: (a) understanding human acts, and all learning, is like interpreting a text; (b) all interpretation occurs within a tradition; (c) interpretation involves a researcher opening themselves to a text and questioning it; and (d) text must be interpreted in light of a researcher's particular situation.
Hermeneutical inquiry is particularly interested in the how written communication creates its own communication pattern, or discourse, giving greater meaning to the words through both their context and articulation (Ricoeur, 1973) . This method of inquiry has been used across many disciplines of the social sciences, including in the research of sport, providing evidence of the denial of power in televised women's sports (Duncan & Hasbrook, 1988) and examining spectator sport during the 1976 and 1984 Olympic Games (Duncan, 1986) . The essence of this method of inquiry is the hermeneutic circle, where parts of documents are interpreted as a component of the whole, and understanding of the whole better informs each individual part (Packer & Addison, 1989 ). This approach is well-suited for this study, which looks at the past, the present, then reflects back to the past, because by its creation, hermeneutic inquiry is not affixed to a central design. The analysis is better considered as a resting point for scientific inquiry, open to new interpretations as more information is added to the analysis (Packer & Addison, 1989) .
Concurrent to the hermeneutical analysis for this particular case study, interviews were conducted with female members of the university community, both inside and outside of the athletic department. The preponderance of academic study and popular press coverage of Title IX has concerned intercollegiate athletics, but the Department of Education legislation encompasses the full range of gender equity issues, from issues of access and opportunity, to salaries, to sexual assault. Therefore semistructured interviews were conducted with female coaches and administrators from ODU Athletics, and senior female administrators from outside of Athletics. The question line was informed by information learned about the University's internal struggle with the new Department of Education legislation in the 1970s, as well as the modern-day perception that Old Dominion University has been a champion of gender equity issues among colleges and universities. The selection of six interview subjects allowed for a range of experiences to be reflected both within and outside of Old Dominion athletics. The six interviews were conducted in person by the lead researcher, in a one-on-one setting, and recorded. Two semistructured question lines were created, informed by the lead researcher's understanding of Title IX at Old Dominion University, and the Rhodes letter. The questions were reviewed by experts, and approved by the College's Human Subjects committee. The interviews, which ranged from 15 to 30 minutes, were recorded, transcribed and analyzed.
Content analysis is used to refer to any qualitative data reduction that attempts to induce core consistencies and meanings from a volume of qualitative material (Patton, 2002) . When prior research exists about a phenomenon, which would aid in further describing data that is gathered for a study, a directed content analysis is well-suited (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005) . The goal of a directed approach is to extend conceptually a theoretical framework or theory -in this case, Old Dominion University's Title IX legacy expressed as an articulation of liberal feminism.
Following the six interviews, two researchers conducted independent, directed content analysis of the interview transcripts, independently identifying dominant content and themes (Potter & Levine-Donnerstein, 1999) . Through prior understanding of both liberal feminism and Old Dominion's Title IX experience, the researchers were able to create consensus codes linking the modern-day interviews with the existing theoretical framework (Hays & Singh, 2011) . Transcripts of the interviews and themes that emerged through the directed content analysis were member-checked with interview subjects, as an added layer of authenticity that the themes that emerged accurately represented interview subjects' intent.
As a final step, the consensus codes created during the directed content analysis of the modern-day interviews were overlaid with the initial hermeneutical analysis of the 1975 Rhodes letter. Consistent with the both the iterative process of case study research (Yin, 2014) , and the lack of a final resting point for scientific inquiry that marks hermeneutical analysis (Packer & Addison, 1989) , revisiting the original letter afforded researchers an opportunity to reexamine more than 40 years of Old Dominion University's commitment to Title IX gender equity through the liberal feminist theoretical framework.
Results

The Rhodes Letter
The hermeneutical analysis of the letter to "The ODU Committee on Compliance with Title IX, HEW" began with immersion in the eight-page document. In an effort to situate the document in the historical and cultural context in which it was written, information surrounding the status of Title IX as it stood in 1975 was gathered and synthesized before the analysis was conducted. An effort was also made to better understand the author herself, Carolyn Rhodes. Rhodes (1999) conducted a series of oral interviews with the Old Dominion University Archives, which were reviewed to gain a better understanding of her before the letter was analyzed.
Utilizing Packer and Addison's (1989) hermeneutic circle, the researcher identified six aspects to Rhodes' characterization of gender equity at Old Dominion: (a) the faculty women's caucus had previous experienced stonewalling from administration; (b) there existed at the time external and internal instances of inequality; (c) there was a lack of trust in administration; (d) more proactive steps were needed to deal with gender equity; (e) female faculty and staff at ODU needed to feel freer to advocate on their behalf; and (f) there is an opportunity to make a difference if appropriate actions are taken. The correspondence indicated three dominant thoughts about Title IX at Old Dominion University:
(a) Rhodes believed that there is inequality, it hadn't been addressed, and efforts to address it have been foiled. Examples include: "Women at ODU are overrepresented at the bottom ranks, underrepresented at the top ranks, underpaid in many departments," and "denials take the initial form of asserting that there is no problem, then later admitting that although there was indeed a problem, the most recent round of salary adjustments and instructions to department heads have taken care of it," and "the inequalities of the past have been perpetuated by chairmen engaged in unmonitored and uninformed self-evaluation." (b) There was a lack of trust in administration to fix the problems that had been identified. Some examples of this from the letter: "The point is clear: assurances are not enough to prove equity," and "any committee concerned with the status and treatment of women at ODU should certainly interview at length some of the women who have collected, analyzed and distributed data about the status of women here." (c) There is hope in Rhodes words, despite the criticism, that a solution to the unequal treatment of female faculty and staff existed within the University. Some examples: "There remain some significant things you can do, if you choose. You can suggest to department heads that they actually speak to the women in their departments before writing their Title IX reports," and "your committee can help to define and initiate a meaningful affirmative action program at ODU," and "ODU would gain great credibility by establishing an office dedicated to the concerns of minorities and women and actually serving those constituencies."
The Rhodes letter illustrates that in June 1975 there existed a sense of unequal treatment and climate of suspicion between female faculty leaders and University JIS Vol. 9, No. 2, 2016 administration. Consistent with liberal feminist theory, Rhodes led an action-based response to the perceived mistreatment from within, prodding administration to make changes in the area of gender equity. Continuing Packer and Addison's (1989) hermeneutic circle to a natural pause in the analysis, the components of Rhodes' advocacy add up to her sense that Old Dominion University's commitment to gender equity under Title IX did not meet the spirit of the legislation, particularly with regards to fairness, access to opportunity, and freedom to advocate. Yet Rhodes remained optimistic about the potential of the University to play a leading role in gender equity among peer institutions.
Modern-Day Interviews
The six female officials selected to be interviewed have a combined 100 years of employment history at Old Dominion University. All but one still work for the University; one was a long-time employee who had recently retired. Their experience ranged from just over one year, to more than 35. Three of the women work in Athletics. The other three work, or worked, in the main University administration. Before beginning analysis of interview transcripts, two of the study authors compiled a list of themes expected to emerge from the interview data, suggested for directed content analysis by Hsieh and Shannon (2005) . The list of themes were assembled through analyzing the materials gathered from the University Archives and Special Collections, notably the letter by Carolyn Rhodes, an understanding of the history and legacy of Title IX, both nationally and at Old Dominion, and through the lens of liberal feminism. The following themes were predicted to emerge in the responses:
(a) The issue of equality, in terms of opportunity, salaries, promotion and fairness to women; (b) The role of particular leaders at the University in promoting gender equality, notably former Athletic Director Jim Jarrett; (c) Discussion about whether Old Dominion University was indeed a trailblazer with Title IX; (d) The impact of the Faculty Women's Caucus, and Carolyn Rhodes, on the University; and (e) The discussion of particular sports at Old Dominion, such as the dominant women's basketball teams, and the football program at the University, reintroduced in 2009 after a 70-year hiatus.
In a review of the data by both researchers, four of the five expected topics were mentioned significantly. The role of the Faculty Women's Caucus received only minor mention, and there was no unprompted mention of Carolyn Rhodes. Though Rhodes continued to work at the University until 1999, and remained active in the Faculty Women's caucus, the letter she wrote predated the start of employment for all of the interview subjects.
Interviewees, particularly those with longer tenures, articulated that the University's positive history with Title IX is something to be proud of. "We were a pioneer, a leader, a trailblazer, whatever word you want to use, in that we had very forward-thinking men at the time, who made some very bold decisions to start providing women the opportunity to excel in Athletics," one Athletics official said. Some respondents noted, however, that Old Dominion does not maintain its visionary status with Title IX, in Athletics or any other area. "In general, I think we are not trailblazers any more, but we uphold the tenants of Title IX in Athletics," said a respondent who works in University administration, noting that the number of female head coaches has declined. "I don't think we're where we were before, and I would like to see us there again." The recent retiree from University administration, said she spoke against the reintroduction of football at Old Dominion in 2009, worrying about backward steps in gender equity. "I felt silenced quite a bit," she said. "I think there was an awareness that the drinking and the partying and the potential for sexual assault would increase." One non-Athletic official believed the University's positive gender equity legacy has been enhanced through what she termed the "powerful trifecta" of a standalone Women's Center, the Faculty Women's Caucus, and the Department of Women's Studies. "And I think it's a testament to … ODU … that we have those three entities, that they're all very strong separately, and together they're just a powerhouse."
A few themes that emerged in the interviews that were not anticipated by researchers include:
(a) The framing of cooperation and fairness with University and Athletic administration in generally positive terms, which certainly contrasts with the relationship portrayed by Carolyn Rhodes in her 1975 letter. "A few years ago, with the full support of the University, we brought in an attorney from another state to help guide us, guide the University, in sexual harassment training that was intended for the whole University," one administrator said.
Another administrator spoke about the support for female athletic teams that is mandated from the top of University administration: "If you look at our facilities, they're incredible. Our female athletes participate in outstanding facilities, right alongside their male counterparts." (b) Repeated mention that the University administration was responsive to concerns raised, even if the grievance raised wasn't completely addressed. A female University administrator noted that "we used to have some angst in our relationship and quite a bit of conflict" but that the Faculty Women's Caucus and administration have a "really good working relationship" and that the University President himself had asked her to come directly to him with any Caucus concerns, "and you don't have to have a big formal meeting for that to happen." An official in Athletics said: "I'm a part of the senior management; I have my say… Ultimately my input may not be what they chose to do." The recently retired administrator said the lack of perceived responsiveness from administration in earlier years might have been reflective of the fact that advocates weren't aware of how much clout Title IX actually carries. "I don't even really connect a lot of the work I was doing to Title IX," she said. "The fact that we didn't connect it so much to Title IX gave us less teeth in terms of pushing … the administration to be more proactive on these issues." (c) A final theme common to interview subjects both in and out of Athletics is worry that adhering to Title IX will prove more challenging in the future. New legislation passed by the Virginia Legislature in 2015 mandates that Old Dominion raise no more than 55% of its athletic revenues from student fees in the future (Minium, 2015) . A veteran Athletics official said she worries not only about opportunities for female athletes, but also male nonrevenue sport athletes, with ongoing funding challenges. "And the sad state of it is women's athletics, at least here at this institution, don't generate a lot of revenue," she said. A female administration employee worries that the application of Title IX to investigations of sexual assault has led to more focus on reporting requirements and institutional control, and less support for victims. "There's a lot going on right now when it comes to the sexual violence piece of Title IX, and I think it's a moving target," she said. "Title IX is saying, 'You have to do this, and this, and this, and this,' and some of them can have a backlash effect."
Reflecting Back on 1975
The statements about Title IX's future reflect a strongly different vision of the potential to enact durable change. Despite Rhodes' extensive critique of the actions of University officials to date, her 1975 letter ultimately strikes a hopeful tone. She believed that the solutions to gender inequality could be found within the existing University administration. "I still believe that self-study can be thorough and honest and that internal agencies can resolve our problems," Rhodes wrote.
It is clear that nationwide, massive steps have been taken toward a more equal environment for women at the nation's colleges and universities. But four decades have passed since that letter was written and sent. That may explain why the modern-day interview subjects express concern about the future of Title IX. "It's important to keep reminding people that this is an important issue," one University administrator said. "Because it's not over and it's not done, as far as equality. I wish that Title IX fixed it all, but it didn't." Officials in Athletics say they are worried about the sustainability of the legislation, particularly in light of the new Virginia legislation mandating that Old Dominion reduce the percentage of its athletic budget funding from student fees to 55% (Minium, 2015) . "You just have to … identify more people who might help a women's sport in some ways. You need more of those donations going on throughout the country."
Discussion
Since its passage in 1972, Title IX has been the subject of advocacy, scrutiny, legal challenges, and evolution in terms of its points of emphasis (Suggs, 2005) . Argued in federal courts, debated by scholars, and implemented with some trepidation by many colleges and universities, the legislation remains controversial, and it is argued, its full potential has not been realized (Kuznick & Ryan, 2008; Silbaugh, 2015) . Studies of gender equity in college and university settings have involved nationwide surveys (West & Curtis, 2006) and publications by a single organization (Barnett & Hardin, 2010) .
Much of the scholarship of Title IX has focused on intercollegiate settings, and each study suggests more opportunities for research-which is not surprising because of the complexity of the legislation. Studies about female employees in leadership positions (Burton, 2015) , career opportunities for men and women in intercollegiate settings (Bower & Hums, 2013) , and even single-institution studies (Staurowsky et al., 2013) suggest that more research can help better explain why Title IX has been such a sweeping success in aspects such as participation rates and the legal realm, but has not delivered on its legislative promise in other instances (Burton, 2013; Esmonde, Cooky, & Andrews, 2015) .
In framing their examination of administrators at a single institution, a scope similar to this study, Paule-Koba, Harris and Freysinger (2013) note that "little research has examined how Title IX is perceived by the variety of individuals who comprise the communities of the institutions of higher education that have made changes to their athletic program offerings because of this legislation" (p. 116). That is where this study can add value to the body of sport scholarship on Title IX. The popular notion of Old Dominion University is as a Title IX trailblazer, yet the actual picture is more complex, with some successes, and some setbacks. This then-and-now investigation demonstrates that despite the passage of more than 40 years, the institution-altering changes brought about by Title IX are not complete.
This study made use of a unique point of access to the Title IX struggles of the 1970s on college and university campus through a letter written to University officials by Faculty Women's Caucus chair Carolyn Rhodes. The June 1975 letter, sharply critical of Old Dominion's response to Title IX to that juncture, explodes the commonly held perception that ODU was a trailblazer in gender equity among U.S. universities. While Old Dominion was among the first schools to offer women athletic scholarships, the letter suggests that, University-wide, gender-equity gains were hard won, as they have been in many workplaces. The letter also provided a unique vantage point to compare perceptions of the University and its commitment to gender equity then and now, comparing Rhodes' words with interviews with six modern-day female University officials.
It is clear that the circumstances being discussed in the 1975 letter from Carolyn Rhodes differ significantly from the issues being tackled today. Athletic scholarships for female athletes were only just beginning when Rhodes wrote angrily to administration. The use of Title IX as legislation to prevent sexual harassment and assault had not begun. But the broad themes of respect and cooperation, and looking forward at what Title IX can do, demonstrate a connection between the communications, four decades later.
Both the letter and the interviews discuss the issue of cooperation between gender-equity advocates and University administration, and in sharply different terms. Rhodes claim of a "history of denials" differs from the culture of cooperation that exists in the words of modern-day interview subjects. While there may still be points of friction, female University leaders say they feel far more equal. One Athletics official said: "I don't feel like a women's coach at Old Dominion; I feel like a coach."
It is no secret that university life is different in 2015 than it was in 1975. University student populations are more than 50% female nationwide (Gavora, 2015) ; faculty percentages are closer to parity as well, though not in senior ranks. In their study Organizing around gender equity, West and Curtis (2006) found that 34 years after Congress passed Title IX, women hold only 24% of full professor positions on U.S. campuses. Carolyn Rhodes and her contemporary gender-equity advocates fought for a larger role for female faculty and staff members, in terms of overall numbers, opportunity for promotion and wage equality (Rhodes, 1999) . While steps have been made toward gender equity, modern-day advocates still fight for true equality. Modern day advocates are still seeking consideration of their concerns in a respectful fashion, they are still eager to forge relationships to work JIS Vol. 9, No. 2, 2016 collaboratively on solving gender-equity issues, and they have concern about the future of these issues in a rapidly changing environment for higher education. In that way, though this study is confined to a then-and-now analysis of gender equity issues at Old Dominion, the themes are universal. It would be instructive for any institution faced with effective, ongoing implementation of Title IX protocols to learn from discussions a generation ago. What were the grievances? How were they addressed? What tools were the most effective at promoting a climate of harmony in the quest for true equality?
When you explore the words of Rhodes and the modern-day University leaders through liberal feminist ideology, you find seven individuals working diligently from within to impart meaningful change through their actions (Szczepaniak et al., 2013) . The limitations of liberal feminism in effecting real change, because the advocacy occurs within existing male-dominated power structures (Lovett & Lowry, 1995) , is present in the words of some female officials, who worry about rocking the boat by advocating too aggressively. But the contact and access that working within an organization, suggested to be a benefit of liberal feminism (Jaggar, 1983 , Paule-Koba, Harris, & Freysinger, 2013 , is also seen in the words of both Rhodes, and the modern-day subjects. It is their relationship with administrators, former athletic director Dr. Jim Jarrett and the current University president that allows for frank discussion, and airing of grievances. The limitations in making gravitational change from within expressed by the modern-day administrators (yet ironically, not Carolyn Rhodes) indicate that improvements are more likely to be incremental than seismic. However, 40 years of incremental changes can add up to a climate generally portrayed as more positive, which is seen in the modern-day interviews.
Limitations and Suggestions for Further Research
Like any single-organization study, the circumstances of Title IX's Old Dominion University history are not directly applicable to another college or university. However, the themes articulated by female administrators at Old Dominion University are universal to higher education in the United States, even if the particular circumstances of the gender-equity struggle at Old Dominion are unique to the school. The Rhodes letter that was analyzed for the hermeneutical analysis was comprehensive and scathing, however it was a letter, and follow-up questions could not be asked. Though the files pertaining to Title IX at the Old Dominion University Archives and Special Collections were analyzed thoroughly, including Rhodes' own personal collection, the information is 40 years old, and subject to the personal bias of the researchers who analyzed it. Clarification questions could not be asked, because the participants on the front lines of gender equity at Old Dominion in 1975 are no longer at the University. Former University President James Bugg died in early 2015 ("ODU's second president," 2015). It is clear that the abundant documentation that exists in the University Archives about issues surrounding gender equity (Crawford, 1976; University Women's Caucus Records, 1976-77) indicates that Rhodes' complaints were based in the reality of the working conditions for female employees at the University in the 1970s.
For further studies, just about every university in the country would have its own archival collection, chronicling the dynamic struggle for gender equality from a generation ago. Since the changes mandated by Title IX were seismic, there was probably a Carolyn Rhodes-type figure on many college and university campuses nationwide. Comparisons between officials at different universities, then and now, might yield greater insight into the perceptions of progress toward true equality. This study could also be extended to include female students, many of whom receive the benefits of the battles fought on their behalf by Carolyn Rhodes and others, long before they were born.
